Differences in unconditioned and conditioned responses of the human withdrawal reflex during stance: muscle responses and biomechanical data.
The aim of this study was to characterize differences between unconditioned and classically conditioned lower limb withdrawal reflexes in young subjects during standing. Electromyographic activity in the main muscle groups and biomechanical signals from a strain-gauge-equipped platform on which subjects stood were recorded from 17 healthy subjects during unconditioned stimulus (US)-alone trials and during auditory conditioning stimuli (CS) and US trials. In US-alone trials the leg muscle activation sequence was characteristic: ipsilateral, distal muscles were activated prior to proximal muscles; contralaterally the sequence was reversed. In CSUS trials latencies were shorter. Subjects unloaded the stimulated leg and shifted body weight to the supporting leg. In US-alone and in CSUS trials leg forces on each side were inversely related and asymmetric, due to preparation for unloading, whilst conditioned responses (CR), representing the unloading preparation, were symmetric. The trajectory of the center of vertical pressure during US-alone trials moved initially forward (a preparatory balance reaction) and to the stimulation side, followed by a large lateral shift to the side of the supporting limb. During CSUS trials the forwards shift was absent but the CR (early lateral shift) represented a preponed preparatory unloading. Electrophysiological and biomechanical responses of the classically conditioned lower limb withdrawal reflex in standing subjects changed significantly in CSUS trials compared to US-alone trials with higher sensitivity in the biomechanics. These findings will serve as a basis for a subsequent study on a group of patients with cerebellar diseases in whom the success of establishing procedural processes is known to be impaired.